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1. Introduction 

On March 21, 2012, Bruce Johnson, Policy and Standards Division, Library of Congress (PSD, 

LC) sent an email message titled “Implementation of Apostrophes in Japanese Romanized 

Cataloging and Proposed Revision of the ALA-LC Japanese Romanization Table.” (Appendix 

A). This message was a follow-up to Mr. Johnson’s mid-December message to clarify LC 

policy on using apostrophes in romanized Japanese cataloging. Both messages were sent 

via the Eastlib listserv to the wider community of East Asian librarians, including the 

Council on East Asian Libraries (CEAL). 

The March message, also posted on the LC website (Appendix B: 

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/roman_japanesediacritics_Mar2012.html), mentions the 

need for additional revisions to the Japanese Romanization Table (RT) beyond just the 

apostrophe issue. This was one of the recommendations that the CTP/CJM Joint Task 

Force on the LC Proposal for Japanese Romanization (TF) made in response to the original 

December clarification. The LC website includes a proposed revision to the Japanese 

romanization table (Appendix C: 

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/roman_japanese_revision_Mar2012.pdf), along with a 

separate document (Appendix D: 

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/roman_japanese_changes_Mar2012.pdf) listing all the 

proposed changes. 

This report is the TF’s response to the LC/PSD March revision proposal. However, it should 

be noted that the recommendations in this report currently reflect only the views of TF 

members. We have not yet sought the CEAL community’s opinions on the ideas expressed 

in the report. With the distribution of the report, we hope to begin a dialog between TF 

members and the CEAL community (including LC catalogers and the PSD) on the best 

Japanese romanization practices and policies for library cataloging, with the goal of 

creating Japanese romanization instructions that are easier for all to understand and 

implement. 

 

2. The Task Force’s Recommendations Regarding LC’s Proposed Revision of 

the Japanese Romanization Table  

Recommendation I: Update the cataloging community on alif/apostrophe clean-up; 

namely LC’s plan, or actual work done so far, for the clean-up, including coordination with 

OCLC and CEAL, and instructions to the community. Especially, the TF seeks a policy on the 

update of name authority files that address what specific types of changes are appropriate 

when we encounter a heading in need of an update. We assume changes would include 

the heading itself, citations in 670s, and/or related name files, etc.  

The TF and CEAL community would appreciate LC for simple and clear instructions for the 

cleanup work.  
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Recommendation II: Establish a working group possibly including members from LC/PSD, 

LC/Japanese unit, and TF/CEAL community to comprehensively revise the ALA-LC 

romanization table for Japanese. 

 

3. Background of the Task Force’s Recommendations 

A. The Task Force’s Analysis of the Revised Proposal 

The TF not only conducted a close examination of the contents of LC’s revision 

proposal, but also a more in-depth, broader analysis and discussions of the current 

Japanese RT. The TF work on the RT is not yet complete because of time constraints. 

However, the TF did conclude that the RT needs additional clarification, explanation 

and examples. More details about on this follow. 

 

B. LC’s “Romanization Landscape” and “Procedural Guidelines” 

As the LC/PSD November 2011 document “Romanization Landscape” (Appendix E) 

states “[t]his brief document captures the essence of the romanization process and 

why it merits continued application and support. LC will re-assess romanization 

practices as systems and underlying technologies change in the future,” the current 

need for romanization in library records is clear (see also ALCTS Non-English Access 

Working Group on Romanization Report, Dec. 15, 2009: 

http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/alcts/ianda/nonenglish/apd15a.pdf).  

While library systems and technologies continue to improve, currently there is no 

automatic Japanese transliterator similar to the existing Chinese and Korean 

transliterators that are designed specifically for library cataloging in North America. 

This makes the need for an updated and improved Japanese RT all the more evident. 

Another LC document, “Procedural Guidelines for Proposed New or Revised 

Romanization Tables” (Appendix F) states that “[e]xisting tables will not be explicitly 

revised to conform to these guidelines unless other major changes are warranted.” 

Our analysis (detailed below) shows that the Japanese RT definitely warrants revision 

since a variety of issues make it difficult for catalogers to implement the guidelines 

consistently. In short, the quality of romanization in our records depends on an up-to-

date and well-designed RT. 

 

C. Recent Chinese and Korean Romanization Tables’ Overhaul 

The LC romanization guidelines for both Chinese and Korean were revised in recent 

years (1998-2004 and 2009 respectively), improving the consistency and predictability 

of romanization across bibliographic records. The implementation of a new Chinese 

romanization policy constituted a very major change from Wade Giles to a modified 
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form of pinyin, while changes in the Korean romanization policy simplified the use of 

diacritics (using an apostrophe in all cases) and word division.  

Dramatic changes are not needed for Japanese romanization policy, but circumstances 

do make certain changes necessary. For one thing, the latest print edition of 

Kenkyusha’s New Japanese-English Dictionary (the source specified in the current RT) 

has switched from romanized entries to entries in the Japanese kana syllabary. The 4th 

(print) edition of Kenkyusha is the last one to use romanized entries, and it was 

published in 1974. In addition, the American National Standard System for the 

romanization of Japanese (ANSI Z39.11-1972), specified by the RT for the romanization 

of Japanese words of foreign origin has now been “withdrawn” by NISO (the National 

Information Standards Organization). Also, the international standard, 

“Documentation -- Romanization of Japanese (kana script)” (ISO 3602) is to be revised 

in the near future (see below for more details). The TF believes that all of these 

circumstances represent a great opportunity to do an “overhaul” of the Japanese RT as 

well.     

 

D. ISO 3602 Revision 

In February 2012, Deutsches Institut für Normung (DIN), German Institute for 

Standardization in English, which is equivalent to the American NISO, submitted a 

revision proposal for their Japanese romanization standard, ISO 3602. This was to 

propose a work on the revision of ISO 3602, and it was approved in early May 2012. 

The TF chair has been in touch with a German contact who informed her that a project 

leader was appointed and a search for additional experts other than already named 

representatives for the revision project is progressing. As mentioned above, this is an 

excellent opportunity to bring the RT into sync as much as possible with the new 

international standard. It is interesting to note that the RT was included in ISO’s 

original revision proposal as one of the relevant documents to be considered.   

 

4. The TF’s Analysis of the Proposed Revision and Beyond 

A. Romanization System 

The TF is seriously considering dropping the reference in the RT to Kenkyusha’s New 

Japanese English Dictionary (4th edition) as a romanization guideline, and instead 

including convenient tables of roman/kana equivalents (Appendix G) based in part on 

both Kenkyusha’s table (in p. xiii for 4th edition) and on the ANSI standard mentioned 

below. Attribution would be given to both sources, and permission to use the sources 

could be sought.   

 

There are many reasons for this proposed change. Both of the major published 

guidelines specified in the RT are out-of-date. As mentioned before, the most recent 
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edition of the Kenkyusha’s New Japanese-English Dictionary (5th) does not have 

romanized entries, and the publisher does not support or update romanized entries in 

print format. The 4th edition was published in 1974, and no longer represents modern 

Japanese. Another problem is that Kenkysha’s romanized entries are not always 

romanized in the “letter-by-letter” method in its own table. This is particularly evident 

in long vowel romanization. If the RT continues to rely on Kenkyusha, it would be 

necessary to clarify which part of the dictionary needs to be consulted: only the table 

provided in the front matter, or the entries themselves. Do other rules not evident 

from the Kenkysha’s table or the entry words also need to be consulted? It becomes 

quite confusing. 

 

American National Standard System for the Romanization of Japanese (ANSI Z39.11-

1972) was approved in 1971 and published in 1972. Yet it was administratively 

withdrawn by the National Information Standards Organization (NISO) in 1994 and has 

not been replaced. Nevertheless, it is more comprehensive than the romanization 

table provided by Kenkyusha (See the Appendix of Yoko Kudo’s article: Modified 

Hepburn Romanization System in Japanese Language Cataloging: Where to Look, What 

to Follow,” Cataloging & Classification Quarterly, 49: 97-120, 2011). In the end, the TF 

came to the conclusion that creating new romanized/kana conversion tables tailored 

specifically to the needs of the North American cataloging community would be very 

useful. 

 

The TF believes that we could drop the current RT reference to the use of the ANSI 

tables for “romanization for words of foreign (i.e., non-Japanese) origin." ANSI’s Table 

4 could be useful not only for non-Japanese words but also for varieties of non-

traditional Japanese terminology used in dialects, and found in popular culture 

materials such as comics and anime. 

 

B. Word Reading 

The TF recommends that we avoid references in the RT to specific standards such as 

MARC 21, AACR or RDA. In other words, the RT should be composed in way that will be 

applicable no matter what future changes occur in cataloging/metadata creating 

policies and technologies. Also, we suggest adding a specific instruction to include the 

word reading supplied on the item in hand. Here is our suggested revision (changes are 

highlighted in gray):  

“The reading of Japanese words follows standard Japanese language usage, insofar 

as this can be determined from standard Japanese dictionaries unless no specific 

reading is indicated on the piece. A current modern reading is preferred to an 

obsolete one, except where the usage of standard authorities has established a 

particular reading for a particular name or book title. The characters 日本 are 

romanized as Nihon unless the usage of standard authorities has established a 

particular reading; e.g., Dai Nippon Teikoku, Nippon’ichi, Nippon eitaigura, etc.  If 

there are various readings, the reading that appears most frequently in dictionaries 
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should be used. Variant spellings may be added as cross references in bibliographic 

and authority records based on the cataloger’s judgment.” 

 

C. Capitalization 

The TF recommends adding more specific guidance with regard to general English 

capitalization rules, and to the capitalization instructions in cataloging rules, such as 

“Generally follow English conventions for capitalization.”  At the same time, the 

revised RT should point out areas where straightforward interpretation of English 

capitalization rules in AACR2 / RDA does not make sense for Japanese romanization, 

and in such cases provide additional instruction. There are still many inconsistent cases 

(e.g. the capitalization of historical events) that are not adequately explained in the 

current RT.  We need more time to study and revise this section. Below are some 

examples of capitalization issues that we believe need further investigation:  

1. Personal Names 

 (b) Capitalize titles of governmental and religious officials and terms of address, 

except …. 

• Exceptions for Titles Designating Office as opposed to The Person 

Occupying the Office. Examples are needed to clarify these exceptions (e.g., 

rekidai sōri daijin (歴代総理大臣) v.s. Naikaku Sōri Daijin Tanaka Kakuei (内

閣総理大臣田中角栄), other?) (cf., RDA Appendix A, A.11.3 and the note 2 

at the end of A.11.5.3. ; AACR2 note 3 of A.13E3) 

• Terms of Address with hyphen and Lower Case. More discussion is needed 

concerning the exception for terms of address, and about the use of a 

hyphen and lower case for a person’s title, such as –ō(王),  –ke(家), and –

miya(宮). The TF would like LC to provide further clarification on this issue, 

especially because title or terms of addresses can be included in 245 $c 

under RDA. 

• Exception for Single-Character Titles in Terms of Address. We need more 

discussion about the difficulty of the practice when it comes to these titles, 

such as –ō(王), –ō(翁), -in (院),-ni(尼).  The TF would like LC to provide 

further clarification, for the same reason mentioned directly above. 

 

2. Place Names 

No comments at this time. 

 

3. Corporate Names 

Suggestion to add Chūō Kōronsha (中央公論社) to distinguish it from Chūō 

kōron (中央公論) as a title of documentation. 
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4. Documents and Publications 

Suggestion to add an example of a subtitle that does not have to be 

capitalized. (e.g., Genji monogatari to waka : kenkyū to shiryō (源氏物語と

和歌 : 研究と資料)) 

 

5. Historical Events and Periods 

This is one of the rules that is not fully understood or practiced thoroughly. 

For instance, the historical event “Sekigahara no Tatakai” (= Battle of 

Sekigahara) should be capitalized as such per the RT instruction 5 (a), also 

c.f. RDA Appendix A. 19, but no bibliographical records with “Sekigahara no 

Tatakai” is found in the LC database as of June 13, 2012, but “Sekigahara no 

tatakai.” 

 

6. Peoples and Languages 

No comments at this time. 

 

7. Religions and Sects 

Suggestion to add an example of a compound noun that is composed of 

capitalized words (e.g., Jōdo Shinshū (浄土真宗))   

 

8. Derivatives of Proper Names 

• Addition of (rōmaji (ローマ字).The TF agrees with this change. 

• Need for Clarification on Capitalization Issues With Regard to RT 4(a). The 

current RT only mentions derived words that are no longer proper nouns, 

and therefore should be in lowercase. Ambiguous cases include nihongaku 

and nihongogaku, sometimes capitalized as Nihongaku and Nihongogaku. 

 

9.   Other suggestions 

• More Examples of English Capitalization Conventions. These would be 

useful to illustrate cases where capitalization is or is not needed (such as 

with scientific names). Example: Nipponia nippon (ニッポニア・ニッポン), 

but toki (鴇).  

• Suggestion to add examples for “Names of Structures,” such as: Nikkō 

Tōshōgū (日光東照宮), Takamatsuzuka Kofun (高松塚古墳), Yasukuni Jinja 

(靖国神社), Narita KūKō (成田空港). 

• Consideration of RDA Appendix A.The TF did not have enough time to do a 

thorough review and comparison of the RT with RDA Appendix A. 

Additional sections might be needed. 

 

D. Punctuation 

In addition to Japanese brackets 「… 」, the TF suggests including other variations of 

brackets, such as: 『』《》【】 
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E. Diacritic Marks 

1. Macron for Long Vowels 

The guideline and examples proposed by LC romanize the following different types of 

long vowels with a macron (long mark) over the vowel: 

 

Type 1: expressed by hiragana う (provided examples: 労働, 研究, 東京, and more 

in other sections) 

Type 2: expressed by katakana lengthening bar (provided examples: ビードロ,  

セーター, and some more in other sections) 

Type 3: expressed by hiragana あいえお or katakana アイエオ (provided 

examples: ああ, 狼, ねえさん,  and some more in other sections) 

 

The macron works fine for Types 1 and 2. However, the examples in Type 3 are not so 

straightforward. In these examples and other similar ones, it sometimes makes sense 

NOT to use the macron, but to double the vowel instead. For example, in Kenkyusha’s 

4th edition, ほのお is romanized “honoo,” which seemingly contradicts the RT 

guideline instructing catalogers to use the macron for long vowels. It could be 

challenging for some catalogers to determine whether this kind of syllable is in fact a 

long vowel or merely two regular vowels side by side.  

 

To distinguish between these types more clearly, the TF would like to recommend 

include the concept of “morpheme boundaries” to the RT. “Morpheme boundary” 

refers to the point in a string of romanized text that separates one morpheme from 

another. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, a morpheme is “the lowest unit of 

language that can convey meaning.” For example, in English /s/ at the end of a word is 

a morpheme that means plural. In Japanese romanization, recognizing the existence of 

morpheme boundaries can help catalogers determine how to transcribe long vowels in 

certain cases. The morpheme boundary concept was introduced for Japanese 

romanization in the previously mentioned American National Standard System for the 

Romanization of Japanese (ANSI Z39.11-1972 3.2), p. 5:  

“It is assumed that the romanizer will recognize the presence of a morpheme 

boundary between two successive kana signs that would otherwise represent a 

syllable containing a long vowel. Thus, the sequence of three signs romanized 

respectively ko, u, and shi is to be romanized koushi if the word means “calf,” but 

kōshi if it means, for example, ‘lattice.’”  

 

Also, because spellings of Type 3 long vowels are clearly different from the other types, 

it seems reasonable to consider differentiating romanized forms in order to meet the 

“reversibility” goal of the Procedural Guidelines for Proposed New or Revised 

Romanization Tables (Appendix F). 

  

The TF did not reach a conclusion on the extent to which the RT should/could achieve 

reversibility (in other words, spelling-based) romanization. To help with further 
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examination, however, the TF prepared a list of words that contain Type 3 long vowels, 

which will be most affected by this approach (Appendix H). 

 

Subject to the results of further discussion on the practicality of discontinuing 

Kenkyusha’s dictionary as a standard in the RT as well as the feasibility of reversible 

romanization, the TF requests that LC considers the following options for instruction 

on macron use: 

 

Option 1 

Discontinue the instruction to consult Kenkyusha’s New Japanese-English 

Dictionary’s entry words. Add more examples to the RT for confusing long type 3 

vowels (see above) expressed by hiragana あいえお or katakana アイエオ.  

 

Two Alternative Wordings for the Revised RT Instruction under Option 1: 

Wording 1-1: Follow the examples. For syllables that are not provided in 

the examples, carefully consider the presence of morpheme boundaries to 

determine a long vowel. Romanize long vowels by applying a macron. In 

case of doubt, romanize letter by letter according to the romanization chart. 

Wording 1-2: Follow the examples. For syllables that are not provided in 

the examples, carefully consider the presence of morpheme boundaries to 

determine a long vowel. Romanize long vowels expressed by kana う and 

katakana lengthening bar by applying a macron. Romanize other long 

vowels (those expressed by kana あいえおアイエオ) letter by letter 

according to the romanization chart. 

 

Advantages of Option 1 

• It would make the RT instruction more consistent.  

• Catalogers do not need to have access to the Kenkyusha 4th edition and its 

entry words.  

• Wording 1-2 (above) partially follows the “reversibility” goal of the Procedural 

Guidelines. 

Disadvantages of Option 1 

• Catalogers’ different judgments on long vowels would result in continuing 

inconsistency. 

• Wording 1-2 (above) could cause confusion and criticism among catalogers due 

to its major changes from the current practice. 

 

Option 2 

Continue to consult Kenkyusha’s New Japanese-English Dictionary, 4th edition (both 

the romanization chart and entry words). 

  

Two Alternative Wordings for the Revised RT Instruction Under Option 2: 

Wording 2-1: Consult Kenkyusha 4th edition entry words. For the words that 

are not provided by Kenkyusha, carefully consider the presence of 
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morpheme boundaries to determine a long vowel. Romanize long vowels by 

applying the macron. In case of doubt, romanize letter by letter according 

to the romanization chart. 

Wording 2-2: Consult Kenkyusha 4th edition entry words. For the words that 

are not provided by Kenkyusha, carefully consider the presence of 

morpheme boundaries when romanizing long vowels. Romanize long 

vowels expressed by kana う and katakana lengthening bar by applying the 

macron. Romanize other long vowels (those expressed by kana あいえお 

アイエオ) letter by letter according to the romanization chart. 

 

Advantages of Option 2 

• It is at least consistent with Kenkyusha practice. 

• Wording 2-1 (above) basically carries over the current practices. The RT would 

require much less revision, and there would be less confusion for catalogers. 

Disadvantages of Option 2 

• Catalogers need access to Kenkyusha 4th edition to consult its entry words. 

• Wording 2-2 (above) could cause confusion and criticism among catalogers as it 

involves major changes from the current practice. 

 

2. Apostrophe for the Syllabic Nasal ”n” 

The TF requests that the word “transcribe” in the instruction statement be replaced. 

Suggested alternative words are “apply,” “use,” “add,” “record.” 

 

F.  Word Division 

F-1. Sino-Japanese (on) compounds 

(b) Trinary, derived, and other compounds 

  (2) Write trinary pseudo-compounds formed by the addition of a single character as 

single words.  

• We do not have any problem with the added example “Chōtaikoku   超大国”. 

• However, we would like to propose a rewrite of the explanatory notes  in this 

section along these lines (in order to better distinguish it from the role of the 

prefix described in section 3-(a) Prefixes, Suffixes, etc.):  (2) Write trinary pseudo-

compounds formed by the addition of a single character (including prefixes) as 

single words. 

• We also would like to propose moving “kaku jidai 各時代” from “3-(a) Prefixes, 

Suffixes, etc.” into this section as “kakujidai 各時代”. Please note that in our 

proposal, “kakujidai” is written as a single word.  

• We would also like to propose additional examples for this section:  

  zenchūshaku 全注釈 

 

(e) Hyphenate one or more single-character modifiers having a common substantive. 

chū-kinsei   中・近世 

• We do not have any problem with the added example.  
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• However, we would like to ask LC to clarify whether the use of a centered point 

affects the romanization. Will 中近世 also be romanized as:  

chū-kinsei?  

 

F-2. Native Japanese (kun) compounds  

 (a) Nouns 

  (1) Write compound nouns as single words. 

 Yononaka   世の中 

 Hinode   日の出 

• We do not have any problems with the added examples.  

• However, we would like to propose the addition of brief explanatory notes after 

the 23rd example: “chichi haha 父母  by adding a parenthetical phrase,  “(as 

opposed to “fubo” for on-reading)”.  

  chichi haha 父母  (as opposed to “fubo” for on-reading) 

 

(2) Write separately a kun single character word modifying a compound. 

• We would like to propose the addition of the type “kun single character modified 

by a compound.” An example is 無礼者, which could be romanized “burei mono.” 

• However, we propose that such cases be romanized as one word: bureimono 無

礼者.  

• Alternatively, this example could be included in 1(b)(2), the Sino-Japanese 

compounds, trinary pseudo-compounds section. The TF would like LC to consider 

and clarify.  

 

(e) Particles. Write particles separately from other words and from each other. 

 arata na    新たな 

• We would like to request that LC re-consider the use of this example. We feel 

that arata na  新たな is not instructive, since it brings out various grammatical 

issues closely related to sections such as (c) Adjectives and (d) Adverbs and 

conjunctions. Therefore, we fear that it may confuse, rather than clarify.  

• Note that in Kenkyusha’s New Japanese-English Dictionary (4th edition; p. 36), 

“arata 新た” is listed with “na な” as a participial adjective, therefore making this 

example closely associated with the (c) Adjectives section.  

• We propose instead to use: 

ureshii na うれしいな  

(Please note that in this example, “na” is a sentence-ending particle.)  

• We would also like to propose another example for this section. This word is 

romanized inconsistently in LC’s bibliographic records. We would like to ask LC to 

clarify the correct usage and then to add the word to the example to minimize 

confusion.   

nandarō ka 何だろうか  (LCCN: 96459822, 97459577) 

nan darō ka 何だろうか   (LCCN: 96459658)  
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• We would like to propose another example for this section: 

sarari to さらりと 

 

F-3. Prefixes, suffixes, etc.  

 (a) Write separately a single-character prefix modifying on or kun compounds following 

it.  

• We would like to ask LC to clarify the word division of ichi toshokan’in. According 

to the current RT rules, and stated in LC’s reply to Mr. Morimoto’s inquiry Q5 

(Appendix I), shouldn’t this be transcribed “ichi tosho kan’in”? 

 

(c) Write the suffix tō or nado (等, など) hen (編, 篇) used for sections of books, and 

shō (抄, 鈔) for excerpts or commentaries, kō (考, 稿) for treaties or drafts, and ten (展) 

for exhibitions, separately from the word preceding them unless they form Sino-

Japanese compounds, e.g., 前編, 私考, 草稿, 特別展, 企画展. 

 bijinga ten   美人画展 

• We do not have any problem with the added example.  

• However, we would like to propose a rewrite of the explanatory notes of this 

section to further differentiate it from “3-(d) (Prefixes, Suffixes, etc., Write 

single-character substantives modified by on or kun compounds as part of the 

word preceding it.)”, thus minimizing confusion.   

• We propose to modify the wording with “particular suffixes (i.e., exceptions 

from general use of suffixes)”in order to reduce confusion.  

For example:  

(c) Particular suffixes. Write the suffix tō or nado (等, など) hen, shō (編, 篇, 

章) used for sections of books, and shō (抄, 鈔) for excerpts or 

commentaries, kō, ron, tan, dan (考, 稿, 論, 譚, 談) for treaties or drafts, 

and wa, ki (話, 記) for chronicles, records or annals, and ten (展) for 

exhibitions, separately from the words preceding them unless they form 

Sino-Japanese compounds, e.g., 前編, 私考, 草稿, 特別展, 企画展. 

• On the other hand, if this is intended to apply to suffixes in general, we need 

more explanation and a discussion of the differences between these examples 

and single character substantives.  

• We would also like to propose another example for this section. This word is 

romanized inconsistently in LC bibliographic records. We would like to ask LC to 

clarify the correct usage and then to add the word to the example to minimize 

confusion.  

 Yokohama shishi kō  OR Yokohama-shi shikō 横浜市史稿 

 Yokohama shishi kō = LCCN: 86185558  

 Yokohama-shi shikō  = LCCN: 90221770 

 

  (d) If the word romanized together with a single-character substantive becomes 

meaningless, hyphenate it with the word preceding it.  

• We do not have any opposition to the deletion of this section.  
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F-4. Proper names 

 (a) Write proper names and titles of books separately from modifiers or words 

modified by them. 

• We would like to propose an additional example as follows:  

  Gikei ki 義経記 

 

Exceptions: 

(1) For proper names, including corporate names, that contain other proper names, 

follow 1(a)-1(b), 2(a), and 3(d) above. 

 Ōedo 大江戸 

 Yōmeigaku 陽明学 

• We do not have any problems with the added examples.  

 

(a) Write proper names and titles of books separately from modifiers or words 

modified by them. 

  (4) Hyphenate single characters which can be suffixed to any proper names: e.g., 的,   

型, 式, 流, 産, 製,派, 系, 本, 版, 戦, 像. 

 Okinawa-sen  沖縄戦 

• We do not have any problems with the added examples.  

• However, we would like to propose another example to be added in this section:  

 Ganjin-zō   鑑真像  

 

(b) Write titles and terms of address separately from personal names. 

  (2) If a title or a term of address following a personal name consists of a binary or 

trinary compound, write it separately from the personal name. 

 Echizen no Kami   越前守 

•  We would like to suggest modifying the newly added example, from “Echizen no 

Kami  越前守” to “Ōoaka Echizen no Kami  大岡越前守.” Adding the personal 

name “Ōoaka 大岡” to the title “Echizen no Kami  越前守”makes this example 

more in sync with the rest of this section. In addition, we might need more 

extensive examples and/or instructions for more complicated cases of titles 

and/or terms of addresses, in lieu of RDA implementation, which instructs not to 

omit titles or terms of addresses in the “Statement of responsibility, etc.” field.    

• Also we would like to ask LC to clarify the usage of “様”in “日蓮上人様”. Is  “上

人様” a noun in this example? If “様” is a suffix, then should it not be romanized 

as “Nichiren Shonin-sama”? 

 

(3) Hyphenate a title or a term of address when it consists of a single character or 

kana for san, sama, chan, kun, etc., and follows a personal name. 

• We would also like to ask LC to clarify the LC authority record n: 81114415 “Heike 

monogatari” with regard to this section’s explanatory notes and the current RT 

example of 左氏 romanized as Sa-shi. Under rule 4(b)(3), 源氏 would be 
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romanized Gen-ji, even though the established romanization is Genji.  The RT 

example Sa-shi for 左氏  suggests that 源氏 should be Gen-ji.  Which is correct?  

• Another interpretation is that according to the 4 (a)-exception (1), proper names 

should be romanized as one word. If book titles are “proper names,”  presumably 

源氏 would be “Gen-ji”,  but 源氏物語 would be “Genji monogatari.” Please 

clarify. 

 

(c) Geographic names 

  (1) Hyphenate generic terms used as part of the name of jurisdictions or streets. 

 Nijō-dōri  二条通り 

 Hōjō-gō 北条郷 

• We do not have any problems with the added examples.  

 

Exceptions: 

 (3) Write Kuni separately if preceded by no in the name of a province. 

 Nitta no Shō   新田荘 

• We do not have any problems with the added examples.  

• However, we would like to suggest that the explanatory note be rewritten to 

reflect the addition of this example as follows: “Write a generic term of a 

province, land estate, etc., separately if preceded by no and a place name.”  

• We would like to suggest the following two examples as additions to this section.  

 Iware no Mura 磐余邑 

 

 (4) Hyphenate generic terms for stations and harbors following place names. 

  Shinagawa-juku    品川宿 

• We do not have any problems with the added examples.  

 

(d) Abbreviated forms 

  (1) Write words consisting of or containing abbreviated proper names as single words. 

 Kaetsunō   加越能 

• We do not have any problems with the added examples.  

 

Hyphenate, however, a compound consisting of abbreviated names of countries or 

languages, except when the compound is normally elided. 

 Wa-Kansho   和漢書 

• We do not have any problems with the added examples 

• However, we would like to ask LC for clarification of the abbribiated case for 

bigger regions but not countries, such as “満蒙” for *Inner* Mongolia, which is 

not a country, thus, romanize as “Manmō,” OR “Man-Mō”, which is the same 

way to romanize *Outer* Mongolia and it was consider as a country. If the case 

for the latter, we need to update the instruction 4 (d) (1). 
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F-5. Numerals 

The TF is looking forward to LC’s decision for numerals instructions under RDA/LCPS, 

which is hopefully the coordinated and unified practice to all CJK, or even all non-Latin 

script cataloging community. Thus, we would like to suggest further review and 

discussion pending to the LC decision.  

 

Yet, the TF would like to suggest the last added example “1898-nen   一九八九年” 

would be better to be placed in the beginning of the numeral section 5 (a) to clearly 

display the different ways to romanize Japanese numeral years, depending on the 

situation. In addition, is “1898-nen  一九八九年” really the case of “(h)yphenate 

numbers joined to modify a common substantive” such as the two existing examples? 

In either case, the TF recommends further discussions on various numeral issues in 

near future.   

 

 

F-6. Morphological Contractions 

We would like to propose the insertion of an additional rule in an appropriate section: 

“In case of morphological contractions where the ending morpheme in the first word is 

identical to the initial morpheme in the second and the result is a combination of five 

or more Chinese characters, detach the remaining single instance of that morpheme 

from the first word and romanize it together with the second word.”   

 Example: Tōkyō-to + Togikai � double “to” becoming single “to” 東京都議会 

Yes: Tōkyō Togikai (LCCN: 93845203, 98462407) 

No: Tōkyō-to Gikai (LCCN: 2003541420, 2003547683) 

 Example: Bunkajin + Jinmeiroku � double “jin” becoming single “jin” 文化人名録 

Yes: Bunka jinmeiroku (LCCN: j 59000152) 

No: bunkajin meiroku (LCCN: 76806634) 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

The members of CTP/CJM Joint Task Force on the LC Proposal for Japanese Romanization 

are grateful for the opportunity to review the ALA-LC Romanization Table for Japanese. 

We are hoping to work together with LC, OCLC, and the broader CEAL community to 

follow up with the cleanup in local and national databases necessitated by the proposed 

changes and those already approved (replacing the alif with the apostrophe). As 

mentioned in the introduction, we also look forward to a dialog with the community in the 

process of updating our Japanese romanization guidelines.  
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6. Appendixes  

Appendix A. LC email Task Force Received on March 21, 2012 

 

Implementation of Apostrophes in Japanese Romanized Cataloging and  

Proposed Revision of the ALA-LC Japanese Romanization Table 

 

The Library of Congress recently announced its interest in clarifying the use of apostrophes in 

romanized Japanese cataloging. Comments about the announcement were overwhelmingly in 

favor of using the apostrophe rather than the alif. 

 

Based on this feedback, the Library of Congress will immediately align the use of the apostrophe in 

Japanese romanized cataloging with the published ALA-LC Japanese romanization standard. LC will 

also update headings in its bibliographic and authorities databases to reflect this decision. PCC 

member institutions are asked to adjust Japanese romanized cataloging records accordingly as 

they are encountered. 

 

The announcement about apostrophe use in Japanese romanized cataloging revealed that 

additional revisions to the Japanese ALA-LC romanization table were needed. LC’s Policy and 

Standards Division is posting a revision proposal to the Japanese romanization table [PDF, 190 KB], 

along with a separate document [PDF, 36 KB] that enumerates changes in the revision proposal. 

These documents are available for download on the Library of Congress website at 

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/roman_japanesediacritics_Mar2012.html . 

 

Comments on this proposed revision should be sent to Bruce Johnson in LC’s Policy and Standards 

Division ( bjoh@loc.gov ) no later than June 13, 2012. 

 

 

Bruce Chr. Johnson 

The Library of Congress 

Policy & Standards Division 

Washington, DC 20540-4263 USA 

 

bjoh@loc.gov 

www.loc.gov 

202.707.1652 (voice) 

202.707.1334 (fax) 
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Appendix B. LC Website for the Proposed Revision 
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Appendix C. Revision Proposal to the Japanese Romanization Table 
(http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/roman_japanese_revision_Mar2012.pdf) JapaneseJapaneseJapaneseJapanese RomanizationRomanizationRomanizationRomanization    SystSystSystSysteeeemmmm     The modified Hepburn system of romanization as employed in Kenkyusha’s New Japanese- English Dictionary (4th edition) is used. For the syllabic nasal, n is always used preceding b, m, and p. Romanization for words of foreign (i.e., non-Japanese) origin follows the American National Standard system for the romanization of Japanese, e.g., ベトナム(Betonamu); ヴェトナ ム(Vetonamu).  WordWordWordWord    ReadingReadingReadingReading    The reading of Japanese words follows standard Japanese language usage, insofar as this can be determined from standard Japanese dictionaries. A current modern reading is preferred to an obsolete one, except where the usage of standard authorities has established a particular reading for a particular name or book title. The characters 日本 are romanized as Nihon unless the usage of standard authorities has established a particular reading; e.g., Dai Nippon Teikoku, Nippon’ichi, Nippon eitaigura, etc.  If there are various readings, the reading that appears most frequently in dictionaries is used first (245 field) and it is possible to provide another reading in a 246 3- field.       CapitalizatiCapitalizatiCapitalizatiCapitalizatioooonnnn    1.          Personal Names: (a)         Capitalize each word of a personal name, except the particle no.  Sugawara no Takasue no Musume                              菅原孝標女 (b)         Capitalize title and terms of address, except when consisting of a single character or kana for san, sama, chan, kun, etc., that is hyphenated following a personal name.  

 Kōbō Daishi 弘法大師 but Okiku-san お菊さん 2.          Place Names: Capitalize each separately written word of a geographic name.  Yokohama                                                                                         横浜 Nihon Rettō                                                                                日本列島 Yūraku-chō                                                                                    有楽町 Taiheiyō                                                                                         太平洋 Bōsō Hantō                                                                                房総半島 Tōyō                                                                                                  東洋 
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3.     Corporate Names: Capitalize each separately written word of a corporate name, except particles and conjunctions.  
 Sensō o Kirokusuru Kai 戦争を記録する会 

 

 4. Nihon Rikugun 
 Documents and Publications: 日本陸軍 

 (a)        Capitalize the first word of the title of a publication (book, periodical, series, etc.)  Tsurezuregusa                                                                               徒然草 Chūō kōron                                                                                中央公論  (b)        Capitalize the first word of the name of a document (law, regulation, etc.).  Rōdō kumiaihō                                                                       労働組合法 Rōdō iinkai kisoku                                                           労働委員会規則  5.         Historical Events and Periods:  (a)        Capitalize each word of the name of a historical event.  Dainiji Sekai Taisen                                                         第二次世界大戦 Niniroku Jiken                                                                     二・二六事件 Meiji Ishin shi                                                                          明治維新史  (b) Capitalize the first word of the name of a historical period.  

 Jōmon jidai Rikuchō jidai Heianchō Shōwaki 縄文時代 六朝時代 平安朝 昭和期 
 6.         Peoples and Languages: Capitalize names of peoples and languages.  
 Nihonjin Amerikajin Nihongo Eigo 

日本人 アメリカ人 日本語 英語 7. Religions and Sects: Capitalize names of religions and sects.  

 Bukkyō Kirisutokyō Shintō Zenshū 

佛教 キリスト教 神道 禅宗 
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8.         Derivatives of Proper Names: Lowercase words derived from names of places or religions, when the derived words are no longer considered to be proper names. When the derivative is formed by the suffix of a single character following a proper name, the proper name is capitalized and the suffix is lowercased and follows a hyphen. (See WordWordWordWord    DivDivDivDiviiiisionsionsionsion, 4. Proper Names, Exceptions)  
 nihontō 日本刀 nihonshu 日本酒 nihonga 日本画 butsuga 佛画 washitsu 和室 wafuku 和服 yōshu 洋酒 kutaniyaki 九谷焼 kokutani 古九谷 kanji 漢字 kanpō 漢方 kan'yaku 漢薬 zendera 禅寺 zensō 禅僧 kirisutosha キリスト者 rōmaji ローマ字 but Taiwan-sei 台湾製 

 PunctuationPunctuationPunctuationPunctuation     1.         Transcribe a centered point (・) used for dividing words as a comma if it makes the meaning of romanized words clear.  Chūgoku Shikoku no mingei                                        中国・四国の民芸 Pōru Kurōderu                                                          ポール・クローデル Matsumoto Seichō, Yamamoto Shūgorō shū   松本清長・山本周五郎集  For such a center point appearing between numbers, see Word Division, 5. Numerals.  2.         Transcribe brackets (「 ... 」) used in the manner of quotation marks (“ ... ”) as quotation marks. 
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DiacriticDiacriticDiacriticDiacritic    MarksMarksMarksMarks     1.         Transcribe the macron ( ˉ ) over the letters a, i, u, e, and o to indicate a long vowel pronunciation.  
ā                                                                                                        ああああああああ 
ōkami                                                                                                    狼狼狼狼 nēsan                                                                                         ねえさんねえさんねえさんねえさん bīdoro                                                                                         ビードロ rōdō                                                                                                  労働 kenkyū                                                                                              研究 Tōkyō                                                                                                東京 sētā                                                                                           セーター  2.         Transcribe the apostrophe ( ' ) between syllables when the first syllable ends with the letter n and the following syllable begins with the letter a, i, u, e, o, and y and when it is necessary to separate romanization.  toshokan'in                                                                                図書館員 Nagai Ken'ichi                                                                           長井憲一 Shin'etsu                                                                                           信越 hon'yaku                                                                                           翻訳 Man'yō                                                                                              万葉 shin'ainaru                                                                                親愛なる san'okuen                                                                                     三億円 shin'uchi                                                                                            真打  WorWorWorWordddd    DivisDivisDivisDivisiiiionononon     1.         Sino-Japanese (on) Compounds: A compound means a word consisting of two or more Chinese characters (kanji), or of Chinese characters and kana, or of kana alone, whether established by dictionary usage or not.  (a) Write binary compounds as single words.  

 ichigen ikkō Rikuchō jidai Nihon kokusei jiten kokumin shugi Indo tetsugaku shiyō Tōyō Gakkai 
一言一行 六朝時代 日本国政事典 国民主義 印度哲学史要 東洋学会 
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 Keiō Gijuku Daigaku Keizai Gakubu        慶応義塾大学経済学部 Tōkyō Daigaku Kyōyō Gakubu                       東京大学教養学部 (b)         Trinary, derived, and other compounds. (1)  Write trinary and derived compounds as single words as long as they contain no more than one binary or trinary compound.  keizaiteki                                                                           経済的 seibutsugaku                                                                    生物学 jinseikan                                                                            人生観 yuibutsuron                                                                       唯物論 kenkōhō                                                                            健康法 daijinbutsu                                                                        大人物 daiōjō                                                                                 大往生 jibika                                                                                  耳鼻科 koseibutsugaku                                                              古生物学 hōshakaigaku                                                                法社会学  For a word beginning with such characters as 新, 旧, etc., consult any current dictionary to determine whether it is part of a word or is a prefix to the following word or words (see Word DivWord DivWord DivWord Diviiiissssionionionion, 3. Prefixes, Suffixes, etc. (a)). If it is appropriate, apply the provisions of (2) below.  shinkansen                                                                       新幹線 kyūtaisei                                                                            旧体制  (2)  Write trinary pseudo-compounds formed by the addition of a single character as single words.  gōshisō                                                                             業思想 kakusensō                                                                        核戦争 kakukazoku                                                                       核家族 ryōseikatsu                                                                       寮生活 shinkenchiku                                                                     新建築 daijiten                                                                               大辞典 daihatsumei                                                                      大発明  chōtaikoku                                                                        超大国  If, however, a single character is enclosed within brackets used as quotation marks, transcribe the brackets as quotation marks.  “jin” shisō                                                                   「仁」思想 
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 “kaku” ronsō                                                               「核」論争  (c)        Write single characters in succession constituting a pseudo-compound as one word.  
 todōfuken shikuchōson shichōson shinōkōshō ishokujū 

都道府県 市区町村 市町村 士農工商 衣食住 (d) Hyphenate grouped compounds involving phonetic changes.  

 jochū-bōkō bungei-dokuhon gōshi-gaisha kabushiki-gaisha 

女中奉公文芸読本合資会社株式会社 but       In proper names, romanize as Kabushiki Kaisha (e.g., Nissan Jidōsha Kabushiki Kaisha).  (e)       Hyphenate one or more single-character modifiers having a common substantive. shō-chūgakkō                                                             小・中学校 shō-chū-kōtō gakkō                                        小・中・高等学校 shō-chūkibo kigyō                                               小・中規模企業 jō-gesuidō                                                                  上・下水道 nō-san-gyoson                                                              農山漁村 chū-kinsei                                                                      中・近世 nō-kō-kōgyō                                                           農・工・鉱業 bun-shi-tetsugaku                                                  文・史・哲学 Meiji sanjūshichi-hachinen                              明治三十七・八年  When single character modifiers form a binary or trinary compound, however, follow 1(a) or 1(b) above.  
 chūshō kigyō 中小企業 Bunri Gakubu 文理学部 rikagaku jiten 理化学辞典 

 2. dōshokubutsu jikken 
 Native Japanese (kun and jūbakoyomi or yutōyomi) compounds 
 (a)        Nouns 

動植物実験 
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 (1) Write compound nouns as single words. 
 wareware 

 我々 

 wagahai 我輩 

 kirisame 霧雨 

 teashi 手足 

 yamatodamashii 大和魂 

 mizusakazuki 水盃 

 ukiyoe 浮世絵 

 chanoma 茶の間 

 chanoyu 茶の湯 

 yononaka 世の中 

 hinode 日の出 

 kokoroarigao 心有顔 

 iyagarase 嫌がらせ 

 kogirei 小綺麗 

 rikutsudōri 理屈通り 
 Write separately modifiers which are not part of compounds.  

 waga hokori waga musuko waga machi waga kyōdo 

我が誇り わが息子 我が町 我が郷土 In case of doubt, prefer the separate form.  waga kuni waga ko waga tomo chichi haha ani imōto are kore 

我国 (わが国) 我が子 我友 (わが友) 父 母 兄妹 あれこれ (2) Write separately a kun single character wor d modifying a compound. 
 onna ekaki aji jiman koto gassō mizu shigen kome sōdō 

女絵かき 味自慢 琴合奏 水資源 米騒動 
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otoko aite                                                                          男相手 (b)        Verbs  (1)        Write simple and compound inflected verbs, with their auxiliaries, as single words.  shihaisuru                                                                      支配する doraibusuru                                                            ドライブする yomiuru                                                                         読み得る nashienai                                                                   なし得ない kansuru                                                                             関する omoidasu                                                                      思い出す  (2)       Write verbs separately from adverbs or inflected adjectives and verbs. dō kangaeru                                                                   どう考える ā shitai                                                                       ああしたい sō suru                                                                          そうする kō naru                                                                          こうなる tsuyoku naru                                                                 強くなる utsukushiku naritai                                              美しくなりたい  ikite ita                                                                        生きていた  kaette kuru                                                                 帰って来る  yatte miyō                                                               やって見よう itadaite ikimasu                                                   戴いていきます  (3)        Write honorific auxiliaries or potential auxiliaries, dekiru and dekinai, separately from other parts of the verb.  ookuru itashimashō                                     お送り致しましょう odekake asobashimasu ka                      お出掛け遊ばしますか gaman dekiru ka                                                    我慢出来るか gaman dekimasen                                              我慢出来ません  (c)        Adjectives. Write compound inflected adjectives as single words.  bimyōnaru                                                                      微妙なる ikanaru                                                                          如何なる miryokuaru                                                                    魅力ある  teikōnaki                                                                        抵抗なき  dōdōtaru                                                                        堂々たる osorubeki                                                                      恐るべき  
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ayamatta sahō, ayamariyasui sahō誤った作法・誤りやすい作法  (d)        Adverbs and conjunctions. Write compound adverbs and conjunctions as single words.  tokuni                                                                                    特に narabini                                                                                並に tomoni                                                                                  共に tsuini                                                                                     遂に ikani                                                                                  如何に suguni                                                                               直ぐに matawa                                                                                 又は aruiwa                                                                               或いは  (e)        Particles. Write particles separately from other words and from each other.   kōfuku e no michi                                                       幸福への道 E wa dare ni de mo kakeru                         絵は誰にでも描ける Sō iu hon o yomu no ga tanoshii  そういう本を読むのが楽しい anata to watashi to                                       あなたとわたしと kumo no ue ni                                                            雲の上に anata no tame ni                                                 あなたの為に nonki na ojisan nonki ni kamaeru 呑気な小父さん呑気に構える yunīku na sonzai                                                 ユニークな存在 arata na                                                                         新たな  3.         Prefixes, Suffixes, etc.  (a)        Write separately a single-character prefix modifying on or kun compounds following it.  zen shushō enzetsushū                                         前首相演説集 ko shachō kaikoroku                                              故社長懐古録 shin okurigana                                                           新送りがな shin shokuminchi shugi                                          新植民地主義 kyū dōtokuritsu                                                              旧道徳律 kyū dojin shakai                                                         旧土人社会 Dai jinmei jiten                                                           大人名事典 shō bungaku jiten                                                      小文学辞典 chō senshinkoku                                                           超先進国 chō genjitsu shugi                                                      超現実主義   
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han sensō undō                                                         反戦争運動 han sensōron                                                                反戦争論 kaku jidai                                                                           各時代  kaku todōfuken                                                          各都道府県  kaku musan seitō                                                      各無産政党  hi bunkateki                                                                   非文化的  hi sabetsu shakai                                                       非差別社会  ichi toshokan'in                                                          一図書館員  ichi kinen shashin                                                      一記念写真  (b)        Hyphenate a single character modifying, or modified by, foreign words generally written in katakana.  shō-enerugī                                                            省エネルギー  kaku-enerugī                                                          核エネルギー  datsu-enerugī                                                         脱エネルギー  shō-ene                                                                             省エネ enerugī-gen                                                            エネルギー源 karorī-hyō                                                                   カロリー表 irasutorēshon-teki                                    イラストレーション的  If the foreign word in katakana together with a single character is a long- established word or a corporate name, however, romanize it as one word.  Amerikajin                                                                  アメリカ人 kirisutosha                                                                 キリスト者 Saiensusha                                                            サイエンス社 sābisugyō                                                                  サービス業  (c)        Write the suffix tō or nado (等, など) hen (編, 篇) used for sections of books, and  shō (抄, 鈔) for excerpts or commentaries, kō (考, 稿) for treaties or drafts, and  ten (展) for exhibitions, separately from the word preceding them unless they form Sino-Japanese compounds, e.g., 前編, 私考, 草稿, 特別展, 企画展.  kyōdō kiken kōi tō no kinshi ihan      共同危険行為等の禁止違反 kyō konogoro omoidasu koto nado今日この頃思い出すことなど senzen sengo hen                                                  戦前戦後編  Nihon shokunikushi shō                                       日本食肉史抄  Nihon insho kō                                                        日本印書考  Shina shoshigaku kō                                           支那書誌学稿  Tōzai bijutsu kōryū 300-nen ten          東西美術交流３００年展  
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bijinga ten                                                                  美人画展  (d)        Write single-character substantives modified by on or kun compounds as part of the word preceding it.  
 Ochiboshū 落穂集 Kokinshū 古今集 Kokin wakashū 古今和歌集 Bunka jinmeiroku 文化人名録 Nihon seifu gyōsei kikōzu 日本政府行政機構図 Nichi-Ro gaikō jūnenshi 日露外交十年史 Gakkō toshokanhō 学校図書館法 Kokubunji shiryō chōsa hōkokusho 国分寺資料調査報告書 Meiji Taishō bungakushi 明治大正文学史 Kagoshima-ken fūbutsushi 鹿児島県風物誌 shizen kagakusha 自然科学者 jibi inkōka 耳鼻咽喉科 kyōdai shimaitachi 兄弟姉妹達 Rōdō Kijunkyoku 労働基準局 Asahi Shinbunsha 朝日新聞社 

  4.   Proper NamesNihon Bungaku Kenkyūkai 日本文学研究会 

 (a)        Write proper names and titles of books separately from modifiers or words modified by them.  Rinkān den                                                             リンカーン伝  Niwa Fumio shū                                                         丹羽文雄集 Genji monogatari shō                                                源氏物語抄  Shin jidai                                                                           清時代  Min Shin jidai                                                                 明清時代  To shi shō                                                                         杜詩抄 Nihon shi                                                                           日本史 Beikoku shi                                                                       米国史  Tōyō shiron                                                                   東洋史論  Exceptions:  (1)   For proper names, including corporate names, that contain other proper names, follow 1(a)-1(b), 2(a), and 3(d) above.  
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Edojō                                                                        江戸城 Ōedo                                                                         大江戸  Yōmeigaku                                                                陽明学  Shijōgawara                                                           四條河原  Sohōkai                                                                     蘇峰会  Onogumi                                                                   小野組  Gendai Nihonshi Kenkyūkai                    現代日本史研究会  (2)        Write names of historical periods with single-character generic terms as single words.  Shinchō                                                                         清朝  Meijiki                                                                        明治期  (3)        For names of ships, write such prefixes as maru or gō separately from the preceding word.  Asama Maru                                                              浅間丸  Hayabusa Gō                                               はやぶさ(隼)号  Purejidento Wiruson Gō        プレジデント・ウィルソン号  (4)        Hyphenate single characters which can be suffixed to any proper names: e.g., 的, 型, 式, 流, 産, 製, 派, 系, 本, 版, 戦.  Nihon-teki                                                                  日本的  Honkon-gata                                                              香港型  Tanaka Chiyo-shiki                                             田中千代式  Hōshō-ryū                                                                  宝生流  Hokkaidō-san                                                        北海道産  Taiwan-sei                                                                 台湾製  Tanaka-ha                                                                 田中派  Nakasone-kei                                                         中曽根系  Kanda-bon                                                                 神田本  Kanazawa Bunko-ban                                        金沢文庫版  Okinawa-sen                                                             沖縄戦  (5)        Hyphenate an auxiliary to a proper name which results in a double consonant.  Kyashī-tte yonde                                  キャシーってよんで   
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 (b)        Write titles and terms of address separately from personal names.  (1)        Write separately a title that precedes a personal name.  Sei Sabieru                                                        聖サビエル  (2)        If a title or a term of address following a personal name consists of a  binary or trinary compound, write it separately from the personal name.  Meiji Tennō                                                            明治天皇 Taiken Mon'in                                                        待賢門院 Kitashirakawa no Miyasama                          北白川の宮様 Echizen no Kami                                                       越前守 Nichiren Shōninsama                                         日蓮上人様 Takezawa Sensei                                                  竹沢先生  (3)        Hyphenate a title or a term of address when it consists of a single character or kana for san, sama, chan, kun, etc., and follows a personal name.  Bashō-ō                                                                     芭蕉翁 Kakushin-ni                                                               覚信尼 Gotoba-in                                                               後鳥羽院  Okiku-san                                                              お菊さん Nakamura-kun                                                          中村君  Tarō-chan                                                          太郎ちゃん  Non-chan kumo ni noru                       ノンちゃん雲に乗る  Sa-shi                                                                            左氏  (c)        Geographic names  (1)        Hyphenate generic terms used as part of the name of jurisdictions or streets.  Tōkyō-to                                                                    東京都 Chiyoda-ku                                                            千代田区  Yūraku-chō                                                                有楽町 Yamaguchi-ken                                                         山口県 Yokohama-shi                                                           横浜市 Ogawa-machi                                                            小川町 Ogasawara-mura                                                   小笠原村  Nijō-dōri                                                                 二条通り  Hōjō-gō                                                                     北条郷 
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 Exceptions:  (1)   Write generic terms separately if they form Sino-Japanese compounds.  
 Ogasawara sonchō Ogawa chōshi Chiyoda Kuritsu Yokohama shisei  Tōkyō tomin Yamaguchi kenpō 

小笠原村長 小川町史 千代田区立 横浜市政 東京都民 山口県報 (2) Write koku as part of the name of a country.  

 Nihonkoku Manshūkoku Kankoku 

日本国 満洲国 韓国 (3)   Write Kuni separately if preceded by no in the name of a province.  Musashi no Kuni                                      武蔵国 (武蔵の国)  Nitta no Shō                                                              新田荘  (2)        Write modifiers differentiating places of the same name as part of the  name if they are part of the name of a jurisdiction.  Higashiizu-chō                                                       東伊豆町 Kamikitayama-mura                                              上北山村  If the modifiers are not part of the name of a jurisdiction, write them separately.  Minami Yamashiro                                                    南山城  Tōnan Ajia                                                          東南アジア  (3)        Write compound names designating merged places or containing a larger place name as single words.  Ujiyamada-shi                                                    宇治山田市 Aizuwakamatsu-shi                                            会津若松市  (4)        Hyphenate generic terms for stations and harbors following place names.  Tōkyō-eki                                                                  東京駅 Yokohama-kō                                                            横浜港 Shinagawa-juku                                                        品川宿 
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 If the generic terms form Sino-Japanese compounds, write them separately.  Tōkyō ekichō                                                         東京駅長 Yokohama kōwan                                                  横浜港湾  (5)        Write generic terms for geographic features as part of the name.  Sumidagawa                                                             隅田川 Asamayama                                                              浅間山 Biwako                                                                      琵琶湖 Shinanoji                                                                   信濃路 Saipantō                                                             サイパン島  If the generic terms form Sino-Japanese compounds, write them separately.  Biwa kohan                                                            琵琶湖畔 Asama sanroku                                                     浅間山麓  (d)        Abbreviated forms  (1) Write words consisting of or containing abbreviated proper names as  single words.  Nōbi Heiya                                                             濃尾平野 Kaetsunō                                                                  加越能  Keihin kōgyō chitai                                         京浜工業地帯 Meishin kōsoku dōro                                      名神高速道路 Shin'etsusen                                                              信越線  Ōbeijin                                                                       欧米人 ryūō gakusei                                                          留欧学生 Eishibun                                                                     英詩文 tainichi bōeki                                                          対日貿易  Kiki kayō                                                                記紀歌謡  Hyphenate, however, a compound consisting of abbreviated names of countries or languages, except when the compound is normally elided.  Nichi-Ro gaikō jūnenshi                              日露外交十年史  Nichi-Ei-Doku igo shōjiten                       日英独医語小辞典  Sen-Man sōsho                                                     鮮満叢書  Wa-Kansho                                                               和漢書  
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Nikka daijiten                                                     日華大辞典 Nitchū kankei                                                         日中関係  (2)        Write contracted compound proper names as single words. Chūkyō jūyō bunkenshū                             中共重要文献集 Mantetsu chihō gyōseishi                           満鉄地方行政史  Soren no Nihon kenkyū                              ソ連の日本研究 Hokushi Jiken no keika                               北支事件の経過  Saō monogatari                                                     沙翁物語  Fukuō hyakuwa                                                     福翁百話  5.         Numerals.  (a)        Write cardinal numbers under 100, and the numbers 100, 1,000, 10,000, and 100,000, etc., as single words, if spelled out in the title proper. Separate by hyphens the hundreds, thousands, tens of thousands, etc., in numbers over 100.  sen-kyūhyaku-hachijūsannen         千九百八十三年(title proper)  1983-nen                                            千九百八十三年 (other title information and year of publication, distribution, etc.)  (b)       Write the ordinal prefix dai, numerators, and other suffixes as part of the numbers they precede or follow, if spelled out.  Write them separate from the words they modify. daisan seiryoku                                                             第三勢力 Dainiji Sekai Taisen kaikoroku                 第二次世界大戦回顧録  (c)       Transcribe a center point between numbers as a period, with no space following it.  If, however, the number is spelled out in romanization as a word, then the center point is not represented by a Roman value (cf. Library of Congress Rule Interpretations, Appendix C.4C).  8.15 zengo : sensō to watakushitachi８・１５前後 : 戦争と私たち 
 3.14 futō hanketsu 三・一四不当判決 20.5-seiki no ongaku ２０・５世紀の音楽 but Niniroku Jiken ニ・ニ六事件 (d)        Hyphenate numbers joined to modify a common substantive.  3-4-jigen                                                                     ３・４次元 Shōwa 58-59-nendo                                    昭和五八・五九年度                                          1989-nen                                                 一九八九年
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Appendix D. Enumerates Changes in the Revision Proposal 
(http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/roman_japanese_changes_Mar2012.pdf) 
 
Proposed changes to the Japanese romanization table (1997 edition)  

Added: “Diacritic marks” section was added with apostrophe and macron examples from 

Kenkyusha’s New Japanese-English Dictionary (4
th 

edition).  

Added: “first (245 field) and it is possible to provide another reading in 246 3- field.”  

to the end of “Word Reading (p. 1)”  

“If there are various readings, the reading that appears most frequently in 

dictionaries is used first (245 field) and it is possible to provide another  

reading in 246 3- field.”  

Added: “in the title proper.” (title proper), 1983-nen 千九百八十三年 (other title information and 

year of publication, distribution, etc.) in (Word Division, 5. Numerals, (a)Word Division, 5. Numerals, (a)Word Division, 5. Numerals, (a)Word Division, 5. Numerals, (a)) 
Write cardinal numbers under 100, and the numbers 100, 1,000, 10,000, and 

100,000, etc., as single words, if spelled out in the title proper. Separate by  

hyphens the hundreds, thousands, tens of thousands, etc., in numbers over 100.  

 

sen-kyūhyaku-hachijūsannen  千九百八十三年 (title proper) 

1983-nen    千九百八十三年 (other title information  

and year of publication, distribution, etc.)  
 

Changed: all instances of alif to apostrophe.  
 

Changed: “aa shitai ああしたい” to “ā shitai ああしたい” (Word Division, 2Word Division, 2Word Division, 2Word Division, 2, (b), (2)) 
  
Added examples:  rōmajiローマ字 ( Capitalization, 8),  chōtaikoku 超大国 (Word Division, 1, (b), (2))  chū-kinsei 中・近世 (Word Division, 1, (e)) Yononaka世の中, hinode日の出 (Word Division, 2, (a), (1)) arata na新たな ( Word Division, 2, (e)) 企画展, bijinga ten 美人画展 (Word Division, 3, (c)) Ōedo大江戸, Yōmeigaku陽明学 (Word Division, 4, (a), (1))  戦, Okinawa-sen 沖縄戦, ( Word Division, 4, (a), (4))  Echizen no Kami 越前守 (Word Division, 4, (b), (2))  Nijō-dōri 二条通り, Hōjō-gō 北条郷 (Word Division, 4, (c), (1))  Nitta no shō 新田荘 (Word Division, 4, (c), (1), (3)) Shinagawa-juku 品川宿 (Word Division, 4, (c), (4)) Kaetsunō加越能, Wa-Kansho和漢書 (Word Division, 4, (d), (1)) 1989-nen 一九八九年 (Word Division, 5, (d))  
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Deleted:  

“If the word romanized together with a single-character substantive becomes 

meaningless, hyphenate it with the word preceding it.  

Nihon gunkoku-shugika日本軍国主義下 Hatten-tojokoku発展途上国”  (Word Division, 3, (d)Word Division, 3, (d)Word Division, 3, (d)Word Division, 3, (d)) because we think it is unnecessary to hyphenate.  
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Appendix E. LC Web Document: Romanization Landscape 
(http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/romlandscape_Oct2011.html) 

 

Romanization Landscape 
Prepared by Policy & Standards Division 
Library of Congress 
November 17, 2011 

Background 

In this environment of reduced budgets, the Library of Congress (LC) continues to reexamine practices to 

assure that they continue to offer sufficient benefit for the work, time, and resources devoted to those 

practices. One area is romanization of data in bibliographic records. This brief document captures the 

essence of the romanization process and why it merits continued application and support. LC will re-assess 

romanization practices as systems and underlying technologies change in the future. 

Importance of original scripts in bibliographic and authority data 

LC collects materials in many languages and scripts. Users who can read those languages and scripts 

appreciate our providing bibliographic information in those scripts. 

Since the 1980's, LC has distributed MARC records that include non-Latin script data in bibliographic records 

and in references in authority records. Starting with Chinese, Japanese, and Korean, LC now includes 

support for many of the languages that use the Cyrillic, Greek, Hebrew, and Perso-Arabic scripts, but not yet 

the full "repertoire" of all scripts covered by the Unicode standard for scripts. 

The new cataloging code, RDA: Resource Description and Access instructs catalogers to transcribe data as 

found (original scripts) but accommodates access under a romanized form. LC expects to implement this 

new code in early 2013. The Anglo-Amercan Cataloguing Rules does the same. 

Why romanized data and for whom? 

MARC formatting conventions and US practice put romanized forms in the ”regular” MARC fields, with 

parallel fields for the original scripts to support systems with the capability to handle one or both scripts. 

However, most library systems still cannot accept the entire Unicode “repertoire” of characters for all scripts 

and some still cannot accept any non-Latin scripts. 

Romanization is primarily for LC staff and staff at other libraries without language expertise working in: 

1. Circulation 

2. Acquisitions 

3. Serials check-in 

4. Shelflisting 

5. Shelving 

6. Reference 

Romanization is also for systems that cannot use non-Latin forms, have support for only some scripts, or 

require romanized fields for indexing and sorting purposes. 

How have we eased the process of providing romanized forms? 
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LC has implemented automatic transliteration capabilities known as “Transliterator” for the following 

languages and scripts: 

Cyrillic script 

1. Bulgarian 

2. Belorussian 

3. Russian 

4. Serbian & Macedonian 

5. Ukrainian 

Arabic script 

1. Arabic 

2. Kurdish (not in production) 

3. Persian 

4. Pushto 

5. Urdu 

Hebrew script 

1. Hebrew 

2. Yiddish 

CJK scripts 

1. Chinese 

2. Japanese (not available; generates empty 880 fields) 

3. Korean (in development) 

Other 

1. Classical Greek 

2. Chinese Wade-Giles to Pinyin (conversion) 

OCLC's Connexion client software includes transliterators for Arabic, Persian, and OCLC members have 

contributed macros for Cyrillic, Greek, and Hebrew. 

Related documentation 

ALCTS Non-English Access Working Group on Romanization Report, Dec. 15, 2009 [PDF, 187 KB]  

ALA-LC Romanization Tables 

Last Updated: 11/17/2011 
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Appendix E. LC Web Document: Procedural Guidelines for Proposed New or 

Revised Romanization Tables (http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/romguid_2010.html) 

Procedural Guidelines for Proposed New or Revised 
Romanization Tables 

I. Background 

These guidelines were developed jointly by the Policy and Standards Division at the Library of Congress, the 

Committee on Cataloging: Description and Access (CC:DA) and the Committee on Cataloging: Asian and 

African Materials (CC:AAM) within the Cataloging and Classification Section of the American Library 

Association. The need for a formal procedure became apparent in recent efforts to revise certain 

Romanization tables. A draft was issued on June 15, 2010, with a request for feedback. The current 

procedure, dated August 13, 2010, is the result of that feedback and was printed in Cataloging Service 

Bulletin Issue 127 (PDF, 289 KB). 

These guidelines apply to the creation of new tables and the revision of existing tables when needed and as 

applicable. Existing tables will not be explicitly revised to conform to these guidelines unless other major 

changes are warranted. 

II. General Goals 

1. Any future ALA/LC Romanization Tables should be transliteration schemes rather than schemes to 

replicate pronunciation or guides to pronunciation. Pronunciation is variable around the world 

2. Any future ALA/LC Romanization Tables should enable machine-transliteration as much as possible and 

preferably reversible transliteration 

3. Any future ALA/LC Romanization Tables should be in line with internationally accepted standards and/or 

standards officially sanctioned by the home country when possible 

4. These goals may not always be met, but they should be applied on a case-by-case basis as best they 

can 

III. Guidelines 

1. Examine national and international standards before beginning the process of creating a new or revising 

an existing Romanization table 

2. Mapping characters to the Latin script  

a. Take the equivalent characters used from the MARC Basic Latin script repertoire as much as possible 

b. Choose a Latin script equivalent for a non-Latin letter, not necessarily based on pronunciation of the 

letter, but so as to maximize clarity and minimize confusion with the transliteration of other letters. 

The resulting Latin script equivalents should allow for the reversal of Romanization as systematically 

as possible, without the application of special algorithms or contextual tests 

c. Avoid special Latin script alphabetic characters as they are not always widely supported in display 

and printing 

d. Include a table for numerals if the non-Latin script uses characters other than Western Arabic 

numerals 

3. Modifiers  

a. Prefer single letter equivalents (e.g., š) to blends (e.g., sh), that is, multiple letter equivalents, 

unless there is no ambiguity in the use of the blend 
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b. Use modifier characters (diacritical marks) in conjunction with the basic Latin script characters, but 

take care to avoid modifier characters that are not widely supported (e.g., ligature marks), or whose 

positioning over or under a Latin script base letter may interfere with the printing and/or display of 

that letter 

c. Above. Prefer to use the acute (´), grave (`), hacek (ˇ), breve (˘), dieresis (¨), tilde (˜), macron 

(¯), circumflex (ˆ), and dot above (˙), if needed 

d. Below. Avoid modifiers below characters, since they often interfere with portions of Latin letters that 

descend and when underlining is present. If a modifier below is desired, prefer the dot below (.) or 

the cedilla (¸) 

4. Render marks used as guides to pronunciation as diacritics or punctuation marks when necessary to 

accommodate pronunciation 

5. Non-alphabetic languages  

a. In dealing with non-alphabetic scripts, e.g., syllabic scripts, ideographs, the above guidelines should 

be applied to the extent that they can 

b. Any provisions for aggregation or word division should be based on such factors as international 

agreement, convenience of use, promotion of consistent application, and ease of online searching 

6. Other factors. The impact of file maintenance on legacy records should be considered in revising tables 

in relation to the ease or difficulty of accomplishing it, the benefits provided by the revisions, and the 

obligations of and impact on various organizations and institutions 

IV. Procedures 

1. Forwarding proposed new or revised Romanization tables  

a. Submit all draft tables (new and revised) to the Policy and Standards Division, Library of Congress, 

as an attachment to an electronic mail message sent to policy@loc.gov 

b. Submit all draft proposals as complete tables in an electronic format, e.g., Microsoft Word, so that 

the resultant file may be updated during the review process 

c. Clearly note the proposed revisions either 1) within the table itself or 2) as a separate document 

indicating what the proposed revisions are and the justification for them 

d. Provide pertinent justification, e.g., experts consulted, sources consulted, international standards 

found 

2. Library of Congress review. The Policy and Standards Division and other Library staff with knowledge of 

the language or script will review draft tables (both new and revised) 

3. Review by ALA and other stakeholders. After reaching consensus within the Library of Congress, the 

Library will seek comments from the appropriate committee within the American Library Association and 

the stakeholder community at large. This is done in several ways:  

a. Official notification to the appropriate ALA committee and posting the draft on the Cataloging and 

Acquisitions Web site with a request for comments usually within 90 days of the posting 

b. the draft will be sent to identified stakeholders with the same 90 days request for comments 

c. the availability of the draft will be noted in a posting to various electronic lists according to the 

language. See list below 

4. Receipt of comments. The requests for comments will specify that such comments are to be sent to 

policy@loc.gov by a specified date. The Policy and Standards Division and other Library of Congress 

staff will evaluate the comments as they are received. Once the Library reaches consensus, the division 

will revise the draft table as appropriate. The Policy and Standards Division will acknowledge the receipt 

of comments 
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5. Approval process. The Library of Congress will forward draft tables that have been completed to the 

chair of the appropriate committee as determined by the American Library Association. If the 

appropriate ALA committee has disagreements with the submitted draft table, it may be necessary to 

return to one of the steps above 

6. The Library of Congress will issue status reports to the stakeholders and electronic lists 

7. Approved tables. Once the appropriate committee has approved the draft table, the Policy and 

Standards Division will make any changes to the table as the result of this process, and post the 

approved table to the Cataloging and Acquisitions/ALA-LC Romanization Tables Web page 

V. Electronic mail discussion lists 

• Program for Cooperative Cataloging (pcc@listserv.loc.gov) 

• Autocat (Autocat@listserv.syr.edu) 

• Committee on Cataloging: Description and Access (CC:DA) 

• Committee on Cataloging: African and Asian Materials (CC:AAM) 

• Association of Jewish Libraries (AJL) (hasafran@lists.acs.ohio-state-edu) 

• Committee on East Asia Libraries (Eastlib@listserv.unc.edu) 

• Committee on Research Materials on Southeast Asia (CORMOSEA) (cormosea@listserv.ohio.edu) 

• Africana Librarians Council (alcasalist@lists.stanford.edu) 

• Middle East Librarians' Association (MELA) (melanet-l@googlegroups.com) 

• Committee on South Asian Libraries and Documentation (CONSALD) (consald-l@library.wisc.edu) 

• SLAVLIBS (slavlibs-bounces@lists.berkeley.edu) (mail to aurbanic@library.berkeley.edu) 

• Asian, African, and Middle Eastern Section of the Association of College and Research Libraries 

(ACRL/AAMES) 

• Hellenic Studies 
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Appendix G: Task Force’s Sample Romanization Tables (not complete) 

Single Kana 

Ro

m Kana Rom Kana Rom Kana Rom Kana 

a ああああ   アアアア ka かかかか カカカカ sa ささささ ササササ ta たたたた タタタタ 

i い   イ ki き キ shi し シ chi ち チ 

u う   ウ ku く ク su す ス tsu つ ツ 

e え   エ ke け ケ se せ セ te て テ 

o お   オ ko こ コ so そ ソ to と ト 

na なななな   ナナナナ 
ha 

wa
1
 はははは ハハハハ ma まままま ママママ ya やややや ヤヤヤヤ 

ni に   ニ ni ひ ヒ mi み ミ       

nu ぬ   ヌ fu ふ フ mu む ム yu ゆ ユ 

ne ね   ネ 
he 

e
2
 へ ヘ me め メ       

no の   ノ ho ほ ホ mo も モ yo よ ヨ 

ra らららら   ララララ wa                 

ri り   リ             

ru る   ル             

re れ   レ             

ro ろ   ロ o
3
 を ヲ       

             

Long Vowels with Diagraphs and Trigraphs 

Ro

m Kana Rom Kana Rom Kana Rom Kana ūūūū    うう   ウー kū くう クー sūūūū すうすうすうすう スースースースー tsūūūū つうつうつうつう ツーツーツーツー ō おう おお オー kō こう コー sō そうそうそうそう ソーソーソーソー tō とうとうとうとう トートートートー 

        kyū 
きゅう 

キュー shū 
しゅしゅしゅしゅうううう 

シュシュシュシューーーー chū 
ちゅちゅちゅちゅうううう 

チュチュチュチューーーー 

        kyō 
きょう   shō 

しょしょしょしょうううう 

ショショショショーーーー chō 
ちょちょちょちょうううう 

チョチョチョチョーーーー 

nū ぬう   

ニュー fū ふう フー mmmmūūūū    むうむうむうむう ムームームームー yūūūū ゆうゆうゆうゆう ユーユーユーユー nō のう のお ノー hō ほう ホー mō もうもうもうもう モー yō ようようようよう ヨー 

nyū 
にゅう   

ニュー hyū 
ひゅう 

ヒュー myū みゅみゅみゅみゅうううう 

ミュー       

nyō 
にょう 

にょお 

ニョー hyō 
ひょう 

ヒョー myō みょう 

ミョー       

rū るう   ルー gū ぐう グー zū ずう ズー bū ぶう ブー rō ろう ろお ロー gō ごう ゴー zō ぞうぞうぞうぞう ゾー bō ぼう ボー 
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ryū 
りゅう   

リュー gyū 
ぎゅう 

ギュー zyū 
じゅじゅじゅじゅうううう 

ジュー byū 
びゅう 

ビュー 

ryō 
りょう 

りょお 

リョー gyō 
ぎょう 

ギョー zyō 
じょじょじょじょうううう 

ジョー byō 
びょう 

ビョー 

pū ぷう   プー                   pō ぽう ぽお ポー                   

pyū 
ぴゅう   

ピュー                   

pyō 
ぴょお 

ぴょお 

ピョー                   

             

             

             

For Representing Non-traditional Japanese Words 

Ro

m Kana Rom Kana Rom Kana Rom Kana 

      wa ウァウァウァウァ   kwa クァクァクァクァ   tsa ツァツァツァツァ   

      wi ウィ ヰ kwi クィ   tsi ツィ   

                tsyu ツュ   

ye イェ    we ウェ ヱ kwe クェ   tse ツェ   

        wo ウォ ヲ kwo クォ   tso ツォ   

                     

ti ティ                  

tu トゥ                

tyu テュ                  

                     

fa ファファファファ                 fya フャフャフャフャ   

fi フィ                   

                fyu フュ   

fe フェ    mye ミェ   rye リェ   fye フェ   

fo フォ                 fyo フョ   

va ウァウァウァウァ  ヴ vya ヴャヴャヴャヴャ   gwa グァグァグァグァ グヮグヮグヮグヮ      

vi ヴィ ヴヰ ヸ     gwi グィ        

vu ヴ    vyu ヴュ             

ve ヴェ  ヹ     gwe グェ        

vo ヴォ  ヺ vyo ヴョ   gwo グォ        

da                         

di ディ                   

du     dyu デュ             

de          geo ゲォ   je ジェ   

do             geyo ゲョ         
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Appendix H: Task Force’s Type-3 Long Vowel List  

Words containing a long vowel (or a syllable that appear to be a long vowel) that is expressed 

with hiragana あ, い, え, お or katakana ア, イ, エ, オ. 

 

Long vowel with ああああ or アアアア    ああ [interjection] ā aa 場合（ばあい） case; instance bāi baai おかあさん mother okāsan okaasan おばあさん grandmother obāsan obaasan ～だなあ [sentence ending] danā danaa 

 

Long vowel with いいいい or イイイイ  ほしい want hoshī hoshii 椎（しい） chinquapin tree shī shii おじいさん grandfather ojīsan ojiisan おにいさん older brother onīsan oniisan    ちいさい small chīsai chiisai 微意（びい） small token bī bii 魂（たましい） soul; spirit tamashī tamashii びいどろ [glass tool] bīdoro biidoro 

 

Long vowel with ええええ or エエエエ ねえさん older sister nēsan neesan 忘れらんねえよ [sentence ending] wasure rannē yo wasure rannee yo ねえ [interjection] nē nee ええかっこしい [pretentious] ēkakkoshī  eekakkoshii 治兵衛 [personal name] Jihē (LCCN:  n  86089949) Jihee  

    OR Jihei (LCCN:  n  

85162987)～兵衛（～へえ・べえ） [part of personal name] hē, bē hee, bee 

 

Long vowel with おおおお or オオオオ 大江戸（おおえど） [geographical name] ŌŌŌŌedo Ooedo 通り（とおり） street  tōri toori ほのお fire; flame honō honoo ほお cheek hō hoo おおかみ wolf ōkami ookami 柴野知雄（ともお） [personal name] Shibano Tomō Shibano Tomoo 
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Appendix I: Additional Romanization Instructions from CEAL CTP Website: “CTP 

Asian Materials Cataloging Questions and Answers” 
(http://www.eastasianlib.org/ctp/cat_q&a.htm) 

 

Asian Materials Cataloging Questions and Answers 

 [previous section omitted] 

 

Cataloging of Japanese Materials 

A total of fourteen questions sent to LC by Hideyuki Morimoto. Answers by LC are in bold face and 
preceed Mr. Morimoto's questions.  

  

QUESTION 1.  
-- Hyphenation and word-division 

 
Mr. Morimoto:  Since this issue is not covered specifically by the romanization rules, 
it seems to fall into the area of cataloger's judgment.  Rather than spending a lot of 
time agonizing over this, LC catalogers are strongly encouraged to make a decision and to 
account for variations if an access point is involved.  In this time of cataloging  
simplification and strong reliance on cataloger's judgment and cooperative cataloging, my 
sense is that creating another provision to handle what seems to be a rather rare  
situation is probably not in the best interest of the cataloging community. 
 
After consulting with the Japanese catalogers for the third or fourth time, LC has decided 
to romanize the phrase in question as "Ura Sen-ke".  Our justification is not based on a  
single rule but understanding the underlying principal of the ALA/LC Romanization Tables  
and making decision when a situation in hand is not covered by specific rule(s).  The  
Japanese Romanization Tables 4 Proper Names (a) instruct us to "Write proper names and  
titles of books separately from modifiers or words modified by them." We think this 
principal governs any situations involving "Proper names."  Therefore, we decided to  
separate Ura and Sen (family name).  As for the word "ke", we agree with your observation 
that "Japanese language catalog records seems to reflect rather stable practice of  
hyphenation, etc."  We hyphenate "ke" applying Romanization Tables 4 (b) and (c) although 
this particular situation is not specifically addressed by these two rules.      
 
 
>The following question raised at the 1998 Seminar held at D.C. is still  
>unresolved.  I brought this outstanding question to the Japanese break-out  
>session; this was then made an assignment.  I then submitted to LC's  
>Japanese Cataloging Team a written response, which remains unaswered to  
>date for over one year and a half; and the word-division inconsistency  
>still persists with this Japanese phrase. 
> 
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>      Ura Sen-ke or Urasenke 
> 
>The text that I submitted to LC is reproduced below. 
> 
>Mr. Tsuchitani: 
> 
>Following my earlier message with regard to Sakurada Mongai/Sakurada 
>mongai, I am submitting to you my assignment report on word division of 
>Ura Sen-ke or Urasenke. 
> 
>As I mentioned in my original message sent to CPSO on 6 August 1996, the 
>following was and still is (as of 1 May 1998) the situation. 
> 
>         LCCN 95458908/AJ        Ura Sen-ke 
>         LCCN 92118993/AJ        Urasenke 
> 
>Somewhat related, although *NOT* of direct relevance to the romanization 
>question of vernacular phrases, anglicized established headindgs were (as 
>of 6 August 1996) and is (as of 1 May 1998) as follows. 
> 
>         LCCN sh85069732         Ura Senke school 
>         LCCN n83182925          Ura Senke Konnichian 
>         LCCN n82218638          Urasenke Foundation of Kyoto 
> 
>With regard to romanization of the vernacular phrase consisting of three 
>Chinese characters, irrespective of those anglicized forms for which 
>completely different cataloging rules apply, it appears that the word 
>division cannot be determined without (an) supplementary romanization 
>rule(s) added to the current version of the ALA-LC Japanese romanization 
>table. 
> 
>First, through application of CSB, no. 20, clause 5.4.A.-exception (4) 
> 
>         Hyphenate such single characters as teki, gata, ryu, san, sei 
>         ha, kei hon, han, etc., which can be suffixed to any proper 
>         names. 
> 
>the last Chinese character "ke" would call for a preceding hyphen to 
>result in "-ke".  Although an argument may be made that "ke" can be 
>suffixed only to family names and not to corporate body or other proper 
>names, treatment of this character to mean family in romanization within 
>Japanese-language catalog records seems to reflect rather stable practice 
>of hyphenation, e.g., LCCN 95459535/AJ (Konoe-ke), 91197210/AJ (Konoe-ke), 
>etc. 
> 
>Then, it does not seem that the ALA-LC romanization table for Japanese has 
>any provision for treatment of personal/family names with modifiers 
>differentiating families of the same name as part of the name analogous to 
>the one for *geographic* names found in clause 5.4.C.b., which has "Write 
>modifiers differentiating ..." for the case of *place* names. 
> 
>It does not appear, either, that this Ura Sen falls under the category of 
>an abbreviated proper names that is covered by clause 5.4.D, since neither 
>Ura nor Sen is a shorter form of anything else.  There are several 
>derivatives of the Sen family:  Omote, Ura, etc.  Ura is one of the 
>modifying terms to denote its separate identity from other Sen family 
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>derivatives. 
> 
>This specific issue might be considered to fall under a category similar 
>to the case of Daigo versus Godaigo (LCCN n80-40246: Godaigo, Emperor of 
>Japan, 1288-1339) or of Shirakawa versus Goshirakawa (LCCN n82-56546: 
>Goshirakawa, Emperor of Japan, 1127-1192).  However, Sen-ke versus Ura 
>Sen-ke/Urasen-ke is not exactly the same as Daigo versus Godaigo or 
>Shirakawa versus Goshirakawa. 
> 
>It may thus be concluded at this time that (an) additional provision(s) 
>in the ALA-LC romanization table for Japanese is/are needed to 
>consistently handle the situation of family names with modifiers. 
>Something analogous (but with due course modification) to clause 5.4.C.b. 
>may be supplied under clause section 5.4.  Without such supplementary 
>romanization rule, this question of Ura Sen or Urasen may not be solved in 
>a satisfactory fashion. 
 
>---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
>Date: Tue, 1 Oct 1996 11:42:15 -0700 (PDT) 
>From: Hideyuki Morimoto  
>To: cpso@mail.loc.gov 
>Subject: Romanization for Ura Sen-ke or Urasenke (fwd) 
> 
>The following enquiry regarding romanization for Ura Sen-ke or Urasenke 
>that I sent to CPSO close to two months ago remains unanswered to date. 
>Any information that you could immediately provide me on this topic would 
>be greatly appreciated.  Thank you very much. 
> 
>---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
>Date: Tue, 6 Aug 1996 12:08:11 -0700 (PDT) 
>From: Hideyuki Morimoto  
>To: cpso@mail.loc.gov 
>Subject: Romanization for Ura Sen-ke or Urasenke 
> 
>This is to request a guidance as to proper romanization of a Japanese 
>phrase "Ura Sen-ke", "Urasenke", or "Ura Senke" in catalog records and a 
>pointer to a proper rule leading to the solution within the 
>currently-valid ALA/LC romanization tables.  This Japanese phrase is 
>romanized as: 
> 
>         Ura Sen-ke      in LC bibliographic record, LCCN 95458908/AJ 
> 
>                 but as: 
> 
>         Urasenke        in LC bibliographic record, LCCN 92118993/AJ 
> 
>Another variant, although within a different context, is found: 
> 
>         Japanese tea ceremony $x Ura Senke school (est. heading) 
>                         in LC subject authority record LCCN sh85-69732 
> 
>while related name authority records have: 
> 
>         Ura Senke Konnichian (est. heading for Ura Senke/Urasenke Foundation) 
>                         in LC name authority record LCCN n83-182925 
> 
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>         Urasenke Foundation of Kyoto (est. heading) 
>                         in LC name authority record LCCN n82-218638 
> 
>Any instruction you could provide as to the proper romanization of this 
>phrase in bibliographic records would thus be greatly appreciated.  Thank 
>you very much. 
> 
>Other outstanding questions that I asked of various offices of LC follow. 
 

 
 

QUESTION 2.  
-- Utaandon or Uta andon 

 
 
Mr. Morimoto: We feel that ALA/LC Romanization Tables 2 (a) 2: "Write separately a kun 
single character word modifying a compound." applies in this case.  Thus, it will be  
romanized as Uta andon (two words).   
 
>This is to enquire LC's current policy in proper romanization of a  
>Japanese phrase Utaandon or Uta andon (title of a fiction written in  
>Japanese by Kyoka Izumi).  It appears that some relevant LC bibliographic  
>records romanize this title as one word, Utaandon, while other records  
>treat it as two words, Uta andon, for the same 
>vernacular phrase. 
> 
>     Utaandon entered in LCCN: 
> 
>        91225694 
>        89179395/AJ 
> 
>     Uta andon entered in LCCN: 
> 
>        91802555/AJ 
>        91801867/AJ 
>        87140206/AJ 
>        84149622/AJ/r85 
> 
>Evidently, application of CSB, no. 20, spring 1983, Japanese romanization, 
>clause 5.2.A.b, would result in Uta andon, since it instructs: 
> 
>        Write separately a _kun_ single character word modifying a compound. 
> 
>while application of clause 5.2.A.a, which dictates: 
> 
>        Write compound nouns as single words. 
> 
>would result, in turn, in Utaandon. 
> 
>Your claraification of LC's current rule interpretation for proper 
>romanization of this Japanese expression Uta andon or Utaandon would thus be 
>greatly appreciated. 
> 
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>Thank you very much. 
 

 
 

QUESTION 3.  
-- Romanization of 260 field for Chinese-language materials published in Japan 

 
 
Mr. Morimoto: LC recommends using the Japanese reading (or romanization) for the 260 
field if the item being cataloged is of Japanese origin. 
 
>It is about Chinese-language publications put out in Tokyo (or Kyoto, or anywhere in 
>Chinese-*SCRIPT* using places outside the Chinese-*LANGUAGE* region). 
> 
> 
>Somewhat mixed practice has been observed among LC bibliographic records in this respect. 
> 
>For instance, the following two LC bibliographic records for Chinese-language publications  
>from Tokyo have 260 data read in Japanese way. 
> 
>   91-168271/ACN   Chin y"u yen chiu / $c Hou Ching-i ... 
>                   T_oky_o : $b T_oky_o Gaikokugo Daigaku Ajia Afurika 
>                   Gengo Bunka Kenky_ujo ... 
>   93-210881/ACN   Jih y"u tu yin su ch'a sou ts'e = $b Kanji yomikata 
>                   jiten / $c Hsieh Tuan-ming chu. 
>                   T_oky_o : $b Sanseid_o ... 
> 
>Then, the following two LC bibliographic records for yet other 
>Chinese-language publications from Tokyo enter 260-$b data in Chinese 
>reading. 
> 
>   94-451114/ACN   Tang chin Jih-pen hua : $b tsou hsiang ch'uan t'ung y"u ko 
>                   hsin ti t'ung i : 1992 nien 9 y"ueh 16 jih--10 y"ueh 11 
>                   jih, Pei-ching shih, Chung kuo mei shu kuan / $c chu pan 
>                   Chung-kuo tui wai i shu chan lan kung ssu, Jih-pen kuo 
>                   chi chiao liu chi chin. 
>                   [Tokyo] : $b Kuo chi chiao liu chi chi 
>   88-203080/ACN   Hsien tai Jih Han ta tz'u tien / $c chu pien Sung 
>                   Wen-ch'un ; fu chu pien Chiang Wan-ch'eng. 
>                   Pei-ching : $b Chung-kuo shang wu yin shu kuan ; 
>                   $a [Tokyo] : $b Jih-pen hsiao hs"ueh kuan 
> 
>Now, the new Chinese romanization guidelines that you distributed over the 
>weekend instruct: 
> 
>           Romanize words of non-Chinese origin systematically in all 
>           cases, even though normalized (non-systematic) romanizations 
>           are known or the word comes from a Latin script language. 
>            ... 
>                  Dongjing  not  Tokyo 
> 
>Then, when applied, this would result in, in the future: 
> 
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>           for the first record above: 91-168271/ACN 
>           Tongjing : $b Tongjing ... 
> 
>Here, a question arises, for the publisher statement, after 260-$b 
>Tongjing, what should we do?  "Gaikokugo", "Daigaku", "Gengo", "Bunka", and 
>"Kenky_ujo" could be romanized in pinyin, if necessary, since these are 
>written in Chinese characters.  However, what would happen to "Ajia" and 
>"Afurika"?  These are written in katakana, and not in Chinese characters. 
>Are there guidelines for romanizing katakana in pinyin?  Or, should we mix 
>Chinese reading and Japanese one together in the publisher statement under 
>260-$b with the Chinese character portion read in Chinese and romanized 
>in pinyin and the katakana portion appearing in the middle of the Chinese 
>character string read in Japanese and romanized in modified Hepburn? 
> 
>Any guidance that you could provide me in this respect would be greatly 
>appreciated.  Thank you very much for all your cooperation. 
> 

 
 

QUESTION 4.  [non-romanization section omitted]  

 

 
 

QUESTION 5.  
-- Word division for "keizaigakushi" 

 
 
Mr. Morimoto:  According to  the ALA-LC Romanization Tables, the basic principle in the 
Word division rule no. 1 states that for "Sino-Japanese (on) compounds:  A compound means 
a word consisting of two or more Chinese characters (kanji), or of Chinese characters and 
kana, or of kana alone, whether established by dictionary usage or not."   The rules 
following Rule no. 1 are exceptions dealing with specific situations.  Our understanding  
of these rules is try to apply rule no. 1 first (try to divide a phrase in the smallest  
compound or binary compound) and if that does not make any sense go to the other rules  
that applies to the situation on hand.  Based on our practice, we will romanize the phrase 
as "keizai gakushi." You will not find "gakushi" in any dictionary but Rule 1 says  
"Whether established by dictionary usage or not."  "Keizaigaku" is a trinary compound  
and if rule l(b) 1 is applied it will be romanized as one work (keizaigakushi).  According 
to the the old romanization tables, this phrase would have been written as one word.    
 
>This is to enquire LC's current policy in proper romanization of a Japanese phrase 
>keizaigakushi or keizai gakushi (history of economics).  It appears that some relevant 
>LC bibliographic records romanize this phrase as one word, keizaigakushi, while other  
>LC records treat it as two words, keizai gakushi, for the same vernacular phrase. 
> 
>     keizaigakushi entered in LCCN: 
> 
>        96471347 
>        94463670 
>        94107030 
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>        82227338 
>        93173478 
> 
>     keizai gakushi entered in LCCN: 
> 
>        98462390 
>        93848045 
>        93163249 
>        92251574 
>        92136186 
> 
>Evidently, application of CSB, no. 20, spring 1983, Japanese romanization, clause 5.1.B.b,  
>would result in keizaigakushi, since it instructs: 
> 
>        Write trinary and derived compounds as single words as long 
>        as they contain no more than one binary or trinary compound. 
> 
>while application of clause 5.1.A, which dictates: 
> 
>        Write binary compounds as single words. 
> 
>would result, in turn, in keizai gakushi. 
> 
>Your claraification of LC's current rule interpretation for proper romanization of this  
>Japanese expression keizaigakushi or keizai gakushi (history of economics) would thus  
>be greatly appreciated. 
 

 
 

QUESTION 6-9.  [non-romanization section omitted] 
 

 
 

QUESTION 10.  
-- Dai Eitekoku or Daiei Teikoku  

 
 
Mr. Morimoto: We've applied two rules (Word Division rule # l, Sino-Japanese compounds  
...and 4 (d) 1, Write words consisting of or containing abbreviated proper names as single 
words) and concluded to romanize as Daiei Teikoku..   
 
>This is to enquire LC's current policy in proper romanization of a Japanese phrase Dai Eitekoku  
>or Daiei Teikoku (the British Empire).  It appears that some relevant LC bibliographic records  
>romanize this phrase as Dai Eitekoku with "Ei" attached to "teikoku", while other records treat it  
>as Daiei Teikoku with "ei" attached to "Dai", for the same vernacular phrase. 
> 
>     Dai Eiteikoku entered in LCCN: 
>            92195531 
> 
>     Daiei Teikoku entered in LCCN: 
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>            92228164 
>            91119336 
>            90169412 
>            88108907 
> 
>ALA-LC romanization table, Japanese, Word Division 4.(d)(1) instructs: 
> 
>      Write words consisting of or containing abbreviated proper names as single words. 
>        ... 
>        ry_u_o gakusei 
>        Eishibun 
> 
>The rule, however, does not provide any further instruction with regard to an abbreviated 
>proper name to form a single word together with an element either preceding it or the one 
>following it, when either is semantically possible, in this case of Dai Eiteikoku or  
>Daiei Teikoku.  When "Dai" is not present to still mean the British Empire, i.e,  
>"Eiteikoku," the situation is straight-forward. However, the word division inconsistency 
>seen among LC bibliographic records currently in question is with the cases involving 
>"Eiteikoku" preceded by "Dai", i.e., Dai Eiteikoku or Daiei Teikoku. 
 
>Your claraification of LC's current rule interpretation for proper romanization of this  
>Japanese expression Dai Eiteikoku or Daiei Teikoku would thus be greatly appreciated. 
 

 
 

QUESTION 11-13.  [non-romanization section omitted] 
 

 
 

QUESTION 14.  
-- Usage of hyphens 

 
 
Mr. Morimoto:  There aren't any specific rules to instruct catalogers to romanize these 
words one way or other.  However, our Japanese catalogers prefer to romanize this compound 
consisting of abbreviated names of languages separately connecting them with hyphens 
(Nichi-Chu-Ei). There was also a suggestion to trace a title in 246 field as "Nichu-Ei" if 
the cataloger thinks this will greatly help end users in retrieving the item.       
 
>This is to enquire LC's current policy in proper romanization of a Japanese phrase "Nichi-Ch_u- 
>Ei" or "Nitch_u-Ei" (Japanese-Chinese-English). It appears that some relevant LC bibliographic  
>records romanize this phrase as "Nichi-Ch_u-Ei" with two hyphens, while one relevant LC  
>authority record treats it as "Nitch_u Ei" as two words for the same vernacular phrase. 
> 
>    Nichi-Ch_u-Ei entered in LCCN: 
> 
>      96462185/AJ 
>      96460847/AJ 
>      92108867/AJ 
>      89171649/AJ 
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> 
>    Nitch_u Ei entered in LCCN: 
> 
>      n82038668 
> 
>Evidently, application of ALA-LC romanization tables, Japanese, word division,  
>clause 4.(d)(1)-para. 2 would result in "Nitch_u-Ei", since it instructs: 
> 
>      Hyphenate ... a compound consisting of abbreviated names of countries 
>      or languages, except when the compound is normally elided. 
>         ... 
>         Nichi-Ei-Doku igo sh_ojiten 
>         ... 
>         Nitch_u kankei 
> 
>Your clarification of LC's current rule interpretation for proper romanization of this  
>Japanese expression "Nichi-Ch_u-Ei" or "Nitch_u-Ei" would thus be greatly appreciated. 
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Appendix J: List of Additional Japanese Romanization Instructions Announced in 

Cataloging Service Bulletin (CSB) 

 

Cataloging Service Bulletin, No. 17 / Summer 1882 

 LCRI Appendix C.4C. [New] Instructions for CJK numerals 

 � TF note: Might need a review in the wake of RDA implementation and incorporate 

in the current RT 

 

Cataloging Service Bulletin, No. 20 / Spring 1983 

 ALA/LC Romanization Tables Japanese 

�TF note:  Basis of the current RT   

 

Cataloging Service Bulletin, No. 24 / Spring 1984 

 Romanization of Chinese or Korean Names Appearing in Japanese Publications 

 �TF note: Request a discussion to include this instruction to the current RT 

 

Cataloging Service Bulletin, No. 29 / Summer 1985 

 Additional instructions for “4. Punctuation” “5.4 Proper names” and “5.5 Numerals”  

� TF note: Incorporated in the current RT 

 

Cataloging Service Bulletin, No. 100 / Spring 2003 

 Revised the first special character (“apostrophe”) to “alif” 

 �TF note: Clarification was made in December 2011 and finalized in March 2012 
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Appendix K: Task Force Charge and Membership 
(The Task Force charge was not updated from the original one below after LC’s announcement 

of the additional revision proposal sent in late March 2012)  

 

 

Task Force Name: 

CTP/CJM Joint Task Force on the LC Proposal for Japanese Romanization 

 

Task Force Charge: 

 1. Prepare a survey to gather general response from the CEAL community on LC proposal 

2. Prepare CEAL response based on the survey by Jan. 18, 2012 (LC deadline, Jan. 22) 

3. If time is limited to response or address issues/concerns fully, send initial response to LC by LC 

deadline, then finish the preparation of final response. 

4. Report the responses (initial and/or final) to both CTP/CJM as well as CEAL EB 

5. Shi will send the initial and/or final responses to LC 

 

Task Force Members: 

Rob Britt, University of Washington 

Yoko Kudo, University of California Riverside 

Mieko Mazza, Yale University 

Hikaru Nakano, University of Florida 

Keiko Suzuki, Yale University, Chair 

 

Shi Deng, University of California San Diego, ex officio (CTP Chair) 

Setsuko Noguchi, CIC, ex officio (CJM Chair) 

 


